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Excited-state reversible geminate recombination with quenching
in one dimension
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We obtain the exact Green function for excited-state geminate reversible dissociation with two
different lifetimes and quenching in one dimension, in the absence of a potential of interaction. We
consider the ground-state and irreversible reactions as special limits, and investigate the long time
asymptotic behavior in comparison with that observed in three dimensions. ©1999 American
Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~99!50633-8#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Reversible diffusion-influenced reactions attract incre
ing attention. Recently, an interesting transition has been
covered in the approximate long time asymptotic solution
geminate excited-state reversible recombination with t
different lifetimes,1,2 even in the presence of contact gem
nate quenching.3

The reaction mechanism can be depicted as follows:

A* 1B˜
ka

~AB!* , ~1.1a!

~AB!*˜
kd

A* 1B, ~1.1b!

A* 1B˜
kq

A1B, ~1.1c!

~AB!*˜
k0

AB, ~1.1d!

A*˜
k08

A. ~1.1e!

An isolated excited moleculeA* , can associate or dissocia
with its geminate partnerB. These reactions occur adiaba
cally in the excited state, with rate coefficientska and kd ,
respectively. A competing irreversible geminate react
may quench the pair to the ground electronic state~rate co-
efficient kq!. In addition, both bound (AB)* and unbound
A* 1B states have finite excited-state lifetimes, and they
cay unimolecularly to their ground states with the rate co
ficientsk0 andk08 , respectively.

While in the presence of an interaction potential betwe
the geminate partners, only approximate solutions are av
able, the exact Green function can be obtained in the abs
of such interactions. For ground-state reversible gemin
dissociation without quenching the Green function in o

a!Electronic mail: statchem@plaza.snu.ac.kr
b!Electronic mail: agmon@fh.huji.ac.il
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dimension~1D! has been known for some time.4–6 It is only
recently that the solution in three dimensions~3D! with
spherical symmetry has been found by Kim and Shin.7 The
3D solution was immediately extended8 to excited-state re-
actions with two different lifetimes and quenching. The s
lution in 3D depends on three~possibly complex! roots of a
cubic polynomial.7,8 The ‘‘first order’’ kinetic transition oc-
curs when one root vanishes, and thenk0 and k08 differ by
some constant.8 The transition is manifested in th
asymptotic behavior, which changes from power-law to e
ponential. This theoretical prediction still awaits experime
tal verification.

The present work reports analogous results in 1D
shows that in 1D the expression for the Green function
identical to that in 3D, except for the values of the thr
roots. The interesting observation is that the transition
more acute: In the absence of quenching it occurs whenk0

5k08 . Consequently, the ground state reaction~which corre-
sponds tok05k0850) is actually in the transition regime an
this is the reason that its binding probability shows a diffe
ent asymptotic decay (t21/2, as opposed tot23/2 in 3D!.

The motivation for obtaining the 1D results extends b
yond theoretical curiosity. First, there exists a class of eff
tively 1D conductors, such as polymers, in which char
carriers diffuse.9 Although mostly irreversible binding by
deep traps has been considered, it is not inconceivable
reversible binding by shallower traps also plays a role in
observed photoconductivity. Secondly, the analytic Gre
function is a key element in devising efficient many-bo
Brownian algorithms for simulating binary reactions in th
nongeminate limit. Such algorithms were first implement
in 1D,10,11 using the 1D Green function for ground-state r
versible reactions.4,5 The exact 3D Green function7 has been
used to extend the algorithm from 1D to 3D with spheric
symmetry.12 However, when more complex geometries a
encountered~such as in biological systems!, it is simpler to
move particles along the three Cartesian coordinates u
the 1D Green function as a Brownian propagator.13,14 The
1 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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1D Green function for excited-state reversible geminate
actions obtained below could enable one to treat m
realistically excited-state probes of biologic
microenvironments.15,16

This paper is structured as follows: Sec. II obtains
exact Green function and survival probability for excite
state reversible geminate recombination in 1D, in the pr
ence of both different excited-state lifetimes and cont
quenching. Section III discusses important special cases
as the ground-state reversible and irreversible reactions.
tion IV derives the asymptotic behavior of the exact resu
and demonstrative calculations are presented in Sec. V
nally, we close with concluding remarks in Sec. VI.

II. EXACT SOLUTIONS

A. General background

Consider a pair of point particles, an electronically e
cited A* particle and a ground stateB particle, diffusing on
the line with diffusion coefficientsDA andDB , respectively.
In the present work we assume that there are no~potential or
excluded volume! interactions between the two particles, a
this allows for the analytic results obtained below. Their on
interactions involve chemical reactions which may occ
when the two particles collide. In the recombination dire
tion, two competing reactions may occur, see Eq.~1.1!. As-
sociation, with the intrinsic reaction rate constantka , can
produce the excited-state bound pair (AB)* , or else contact
quenching may lead nonadiabatically to the ground st
with the rate constantkq . The dissociation step~rate constant
kd! may regenerate the excited partners at contact. (AB)*
andA* can also decay to their ground states with rate c
stantsk0 andk08 , respectively.

Let p(x,tux0) denote the probability of observing th
unbound excited pair separated by a distancex at time t,
given that it was initially separated by some distancex0 . The
time evolution ofp(x,tux0) obeys the following diffusion-
reaction equation:3

]p~x,tux0!/]t5Lp~x,tux0!2@Wa~x!1Wq~x!1k08#

3p~x,tux0!1Wd~x!p~* ,tux0!. ~2.1!

The interparticle separation is non-negative,x>0 and x0

>0, andL denotes the diffusion operator given, in 1D, by

L5
]

]x
D~x!

]

]x
. ~2.2!

The diffusion coefficient,D(x), is approximated for simplic-
ity as a constant,D5DA1DB . The association, dissocia
tion, and quenching sink functions,Wa(x), Wd(x), and
Wq(x), are assumed to depict contact reactivities

Wa~x!5kad~x!, Wd~x!5kdd~x!, Wq~x!5kqd~x!.
~2.3!

The delta-functions constrain the three reactions tox50.
Since these sink terms account for all possible reac
events, a reflective boundary condition,]p(x,tux0)/]x50, is
imposed atx50.

In Eq. ~2.1!, p(* ,tux0) denotes the ‘‘binding probabil
ity,’’ namely the probability that the geminate pair is in th
-
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excited bound state (AB)* at time t, given that it was un-
bound and separated byx0 at t50. Its time evolution is given
by the rate equation

dp~* ,tux0!/dt5kap~0,tux0!2~kd1k0!p~* ,tux0!.
~2.4!

One is also interested in the ‘‘survival probability’’ of th
unbound pair, defined by the integral

S~ tux0!5E
0

`

p~x,tux0!dx. ~2.5!

It is thus calculable from the Green function,p(x,tux0).
To calculatep(x,tux0), we proceed in the Laplace trans

formed domain

p̃~x,sux0!5E
0

`

p~x,tux0!exp~2st!dt. ~2.6!

Let f (x,tux0) be the Green function solving Eq.~2.1! with
kd5ka5kq50. In Laplace space, the two Green functio
obey the following useful relations:2,3

p̃~x,sux0!

5 f̃ ~x,sux0!

2
f̃ ~x,su0!@~s1k0!ka1~s1k01kd!kq# f̃ ~0,sux0!

s1k01kd1@~s1k0!ka1~s1k01kd!kq# f̃ ~0,su0!
,

~2.7a!

p̃~* ,sux0!5kaf̃ ~0,sux0!/Q~s!, ~2.7b!

whereQ(s) is the denominator of Eq.~2.7a!. The survival
probability, Eq.~2.5!, may be obtained by direct integratio

~s1k08!S̃~sux0!512@~s1k0!ka

1~s1k01kd!kq# f̃ ~0,sux0!/Q~s!. ~2.8!

An interesting identity can be obtained from Eq.~2.7a!
which, at contact, reduces to

p̃~0,sux0!5 f̃ ~0,sux0!~s1k01kd!/Q~s!. ~2.9!

Combining the previous three equations, we find that

~s1k08!S̃~s!1~s1k0! p̃~* ,s!1kqp̃~0,s!51. ~2.10!

Since this relation is, in fact, valid forany initial condition,
we have omitted the designation of the initial state. It is se
to be the generalization of the normalization condition
ground-state reactions without quenching,S(t)1p(* ,t)
51.

The relations obtained thus far are independent of
mensionality, which enters through the Laplacian into t
specific forms off (x,tux0). We will now proceed to obtain
specific results for diffusion in 1D.

B. One-dimensional results

In 1D, the Laplace transformed Green function for t
nonreactive system is17
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f̃ ~x,sux0!5
1

2DAs8
$exp~2ux2x0uAs8!

1exp~2~x1x0!As8!%, ~2.11!

where we have defined a modified Laplace parameter,s8, by
-

ili

s
-

r

s85~s1k08!/D. ~2.12!

It is shifted by the excited-state decay rate of theunbound
state, and scaled by the relative diffusion coefficient. In p
ticular we havef̃ (0,su0)51/(DAs8).

Combining Eqs.~2.7a! and ~2.11!, we get
p̃~x,sux0!2 f̃ ~x,sux0!52
~ka1kq!Ds81~k02k08!~ka1kq!1kdkq

D2s83/21D~ka1kq!s81D~k02k081kd!As81~k02k08!~ka1kq!1kdkq

e2(x1x0)As8

DAs8

52
~a1b1g!s81abg

~As81a!~As81b!~As81g!

e2(x1x0)As8

DAs8
. ~2.13!
of

by

e

nd-
-

of
q.

q.
Here2a, 2b, and2g are the three roots of the cubic poly
nomial inAs8, namely ofAs8Q(s8)/D. @It equalsD22 times
the denominator of the right hand side~RHS! of Eq. ~2.13!#.
These roots satisfy the following relations:

a1b1g5~ka1kq!/D, ~2.14a!

ab1bg1ga5~k02k081kd!/D, ~2.14b!

abg5@~k02k08!~ka1kq!1kdkq#/D2. ~2.14c!

Let us now define the effective excited-state probab
ties by

p8~ t ![p~ t !exp~k08t !, ~2.15a!

S8~ t ![S~ t !exp~k08t !, ~2.15b!

for either of the two initial conditions. These definition
‘‘correct’’ the binding and survival probabilities for the ex
ponential decay due to the finite excited-state lifetime.

The effective 1D Green function,p8(x,tux0), is found
by inverting the Laplace transform in Eq.~2.13!. This gives

p8~x,tux0!5 f ref~x,tux0!

1
a~g1a!~a1b!

~g2a!~a2b!
WS x1x0

A4Dt
,aADt D

1
b~a1b!~b1g!

~a2b!~b2g!
WS x1x0

A4Dt
,bADt D

1
g~b1g!~g1a!

~b2g!~g2a!
WS x1x0

A4Dt
,gADt D ,

~2.16!

wheref ref(x,tux0) is the solution of the diffusion equation fo
a reflective boundary

f ref~x,tux0!5
1

A4pDt
H expS 2

~x2x0!2

4Dt D
1expS 2

~x1x0!2

4Dt D J , ~2.17!
-

which is f (x,tux0) for k0850. The functionW(a,b) is de-
fined by

W~a,b![exp~2ab1b2!erfc~a1b!, ~2.18!

where erfc~z! denotes the complementary error function
the ~possibly complex! argumentz. When one of its argu-
ments vanishes,W(a,b) reduces to

W~a,0!5erfc~a!, ~2.19a!

W~0,b!5exp~b2!erfc~b![V~b!. ~2.19b!

It is interesting to notice that the 1D Green function given
Eq. ~2.16! is very similar to that of the 3D problem.7,8 In fact,
the latter can be formally ‘‘reduced’’ to 1D by replacing th
geometric factor, 4prr 0 , by unity, and the diffusion con-
trolled rate constant,kD54pDa, by zero.

The second component of the Green function is the bi
ing probability, p8(* ,tux0), which may be obtained by in
verting Eq.~2.7b!. This gives

Dp8~* ,tux0!

ka
5

a

~g2a!~a2b!
WS x0

A4Dt
,aADt D

1
b

~a2b!~b2g!
WS x0

A4Dt
,bADt D

1
g

~b2g!~g2a!
WS x0

A4Dt
,gADt D .

~2.20!

Once the Green function is found, other quantities
interest can be easily obtained. The survival probability, E
~2.5!, can be obtained either by direct integration of E
~2.16! or by inversion of Eq.~2.8!. This gives
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S8~ tux0!5erfS x0

A4Dt
D 2

~g1a!~a1b!

~g2a!~a2b!
WS x0

A4Dt
,aADt D

2
~a1b!~b1g!

~a2b!~b2g!
WS x0

A4Dt
,bADt D

2
~b1g!~g1a!

~b2g!~g2a!
WS x0

A4Dt
,gADt D , ~2.21!

where erf~z! denotes the error function. Unlike the Gree
function, the survival probabilitydoes nothave the same
form as in 3D, since integration of the functionW(a,b) in
Eq. ~2.16! is performed with respect to different volum
elements.

The corresponding probabilities for an initially boun
state, x05* , are obtained as follows. First we genera
p8(x,tu* ) from Eq. ~2.20! using the detailed balance cond
tion

kap~x,tu* !5kdp~* ,tux!. ~2.22!

The survival probability for an unbound pair that was in
tially bound is obtained by integration ofp8(x,tu* ),

DS8~ tu* !52
kd

~g2a!~a2b!
V~aADt !

2
kd

~a2b!~b2g!
V~bADt !

2
kd

~b2g!~g2a!
V~gADt !, ~2.23!

whereV(z) is defined in Eq.~2.19b!.
The probability,p(* ,tu* ), that the initially bound pair

remains bound by timet can be calculated from the Laplac
transform8

p̃~* ,su* !5@11~ka1kq! f̃ ~0,su0!#/Q~s!, ~2.24!

which can be obtained from the ‘‘generalized normalizat
condition,’’ Eq. ~2.10!, together with Eqs.~2.22! and~2.23!.
This gives

p8~* ,tu* !5
a~b1g!

~g2a!~a2b!
V~aADt !

1
b~g1a!

~a2b!~b2g!
V~bADt !

1
g~a1b!

~b2g!~g2a!
V~gADt !. ~2.25!

Altogether our solution involves five distinct function
of time, space and the three roots,a, b, andg. The compo-
nents of the Green function are of the same form as in
but the survival probabilities are different.

III. SPECIAL CASES

The general results obtained in the previous section
volve three roots of a cubic polynomial and threeW func-
tions. These results simplify when the roots in Eq.~2.14!
,

-

simplify. Two important special cases are~a! the ‘‘transition
regime,’’ when one root vanishes. It includes the previou
discussed case of ground-state reversible reactions4,5 and~b!
irreversible geminate reactions,18 when the sum of two roots
vanishes. We show how our results generalize the previo
known examples of geminate diffusion influenced reactio

A. The transition regime

Transition behavior is defined as the case when one
the roots vanishes.1–3 Suppose thatg50. Then setting
abg50 in Eq.~2.14c! implies that the transition occurs whe

k085k01kdkq /~ka1kq!. ~3.1!

In the absence of quenching, it occurs whenk085k0 . This
includes the ground-state reaction,k085k050, as a special
case. Conversely, for equal lifetimes the transition occur
eitherkq50 ~no quenching! or kd50 ~irreversible recombi-
nation!.

Wheng50, Eqs.~2.14a! and ~2.14b! reduce to

a1b5~ka1kq!/D, ~3.2a!

ab5~k02k081kd!/D. ~3.2b!

If we define

D2[~ka1kq!224D~k02k081kd!, ~3.3!

we may rewrite the two roots as

a5
ka1kq1D

2D
, b5

ka1kq2D

2D
. ~3.4!

The Green function, written in terms of these two roo
involves only twoW functions. For the initially separate
state we find from Eqs.~2.16!, ~2.20!, and~2.21! that

p8~x,tux0!5 f ref~x,tux0!1
ka1kq

D FbWS x1x0

A4Dt
,bADt D

2aWS x1x0

A4Dt
,aADt D G , ~3.5a!

p8~* ,tux0!5
ka

D FWS x0

A4Dt
,bADt D 2WS x0

A4Dt
,aADt D G ,

~3.5b!

and that the survival and binding probabilities are connec
by

ka@12S8~ tux0!#5~ka1kq!p8~* ,tux0!. ~3.6!

When kq50, this correctly reduces top8(* ,tux0)
1S8(tux0)51, the normalization condition for equal life
times.

For the initially bound state, detailed balance impli
that p8(x,tu* ) is given by Eq.~3.5b! with x0 replaced byx
andka replaced bykd . For the binding probability one finds
using Eq.~2.25!, that

p8~* ,tu* !5D@aV~bADt !2bV~aADt !#/D, ~3.7!

and the connection between the binding and survival pr
abilities becomes
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~k02k081kd!S8~ tu* !5kd@12p8~* ,tu* !#. ~3.8!

When k05k08 , this again reduces top8(* ,tu* )1S8(tu* )
51.

For equal lifetimes and no quenching,k02k085kq50,
the above results reduce to the solution for reversible ge
nate recombination in 1D previously derived by Agmon.4,5 It
is interesting that the form of these equations remains inv
ant in the transition regime of the more general probl
discussed here.

B. Irreversible limit

Another important special case is the irreversible lim
in which one of the following two situations occurs:

• irreversible recombination,kd50;
• irreversible dissociation,ka50.

It is interesting that both limits lead to thesamerelationships
between the roots of Eq.~2.14!, namely

~a1b1g!~ab1bg1ga!5abg, ~3.9!

a solution of which isa1b50. This gives

a5A~k082k02kd!/D, ~3.10a!

b52A~k082k02kd!/D, ~3.10b!

g5~ka1kq!/D, ~3.10c!

in which either kd or ka must be set to zero. Note that E
~3.9! also holds in three dimensions.

The Green function for the initially unbound state is

p8~x,tux0!5 f ref~x,tux0!2gWS x1x0

A4Dt
,gADt D , ~3.11a!

Dp8~* ,tux0!5
ka

~g22a2!
Fg1a

2
WS x0

A4Dt
,aADt D

1
g2a

2
WS x0

A4Dt
,2aADt D

2gWS x0

A4Dt
,gADt D G . ~3.11b!

Note thatp8(x,tux0) depends only ong and, thus, it is inde-
pendent of kd . The effective binding probability
p8(* ,tux0), vanishes whenka50. Both functions are conse
quently relevant only for irreversible association,kd50. In
the latter case, ifk05k08 then a5b50 and Eq.~3.11b! re-
duces to a familiar form

p8~* ,tux0!5
ka

ka1kq
FerfcS x0

A4Dt
D

2WS x0

A4Dt
,gADt D G . ~3.12!

The classical result for irreversible geminate recombinatio18

is obtained when, in addition,kq50. Note that the last equa
tion corresponds to the ‘‘transition regime’’ ofp8(* ,tux0)
i-

i-

,

for irreversible association, and may alternately be obtai
by settingD5ka1kq ~i.e., b50! in Eq. ~3.5b!.

It is interesting that the survival probability in the irre
versible limit retains its classical form

S8~ tux0!5erfS x0

A4Dt
D 1WS x0

A4Dt
,gADt D , ~3.13!

even for excited-state reactions with different lifetimes a
quenching. This can be verified by settinga1b50 in Eq.
~2.21! or by integrating Eq.~3.11a!. The above result is valid
for either ka50 or kd50. For kd5k082k050, the relation
betweenp8(* ,tux0) andS8(tux0) is the same as in the tran
sition regime, Eq.~3.6!. For ka5kq50, S8(tux0) reduces
trivially to unity.

Consider next the initially bound state. To obta
p(x,tu* ), replaceka by kd and x0 by x in Eq. ~3.11b!. It
evidently vanishes whenkd50 and is nonzero only in the
limit of irreversible dissociation,ka50. If kq50, theng50
and it reduces to

p8~x,tu* !5
kd

2DaFWS x

A4Dt
,2aADt D

1WS x

A4Dt
,aADt D G . ~3.14!

It is amusing to note thatp8(x,tu* ) has a very similar form
in the transition regime of reversible reactions, see E
~3.5b! and ~2.22!, except for a change in sign. The effectiv
binding probability for the initially bound state decays exp
nentially

p~* ,tu* !5exp@2~k01kd!t#, ~3.15!

as can be verified directly from Eq.~2.25!.
Finally, the effective survival probability for the initially

bound state, in the irreversible limit, can be obtained fro
Eq. ~2.23! by settinga1b50 as

DS8~ tu* !5
kd

~g22a2!
H V~gADt !1exp~a2Dt !

3Fg

a
erf~aADt !21G J . ~3.16!

It evidently vanishes whenkd50, and is thus relevant for the
caseka50. Let us now examine various limiting cases
this expression. Asa˜0, Eq. ~3.16! reduces to

DS8~ tu* !5
kd

g2
@V~gADt !1gA4Dt/p21#, ~3.17!

with g5kq /D. Note that this corresponds to the ‘‘transitio
regime’’ of S8(tu* ) but cannot be obtained from the corr
sponding reversible expressions, Eqs.~3.7! and ~3.8!. When
g˜0, namelykq5ka50, Eq. ~3.16! becomes

DS8~ tu* !5
2kd

a2
@12exp~a2Dt !#. ~3.18!
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This result may also be obtained by settingD2524D(kd

1k02k08) in Eqs.~3.7! and ~3.8!.

IV. ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOR

The probability that the pair~either bound or unbound!
remains in the excited state tends, of course, to zero du
the continuous decay to the ground state. However, the
time behavior of the effective excited-state probabilities
critically dependent on the relative magnitude of the t
lifetimes. Gopichet al. have found a transition between tw
kinetic regimes in 3D.1,2 Since the Green function for th
excited-state system in 1D is very similar to that in 3D, w
expect a similar transition in 1D. This transition depends
the sign of abg in Eq. ~2.14c!, which determines the
asymptotic behavior ofW(a,b) andV(b), as discussed be
low.

A. The A-regime

When the lifetime of the separated pair, 1/k08 , is suffi-
ciently long

D2abg5~k02k08!~ka1kq!1kqkd.0,

the system will be in theA-regime, where the long time
behavior is governed by the kinetics of the unbound pair
this casea, b, andg areall in the positive half of the com-
plex plane.8 To demonstrate this for the 1D case, let us
sume~becauseabg.0! that a is real and positive. Thenb
andg are either both real and negative, both real and posi
or complex conjugate. To show that the first situation can
be, rearrange Eq.~2.14! to give

~b1g!@~ka1kq!a21Dabg#5kakda. ~4.1!

Sincea and the term in square brackets are real and posit
so must beb1g. Thus either bothb and g are real and
positive, or else they are complex conjugate with posit
real part.

When the argument of the error function is in the po
tive half of the complex plane, the usual asymptotic relat
for the error function holds19

lim
t˜`

V~yADt !;
1

yApDt
2

1

2y3DtApDt
, ~4.2a!

lim
t˜`

WS x

A4Dt
,yADt D

;
1

yApDt
2

1

2DtApDt
F x2

2y
1

x

y2
1

1

y3G , ~4.2b!

wherey5a, b or g. The x2 term in Eq.~4.2b! comes from
the expansion of the Gaussian.

When Eq.~4.2! is substituted into Eqs.~2.20!, ~2.21!,
~2.23! and~2.25! one obtains various sums involving comb
nations of the three roots. These may be performed ana
cally, using the identities in Appendix I of Ref. 8. The lea
ing term in the asymptotic expansion is determined by
first such sum that does not vanish identically. For the s
to
g

s

n

n

-

e
t

e,

e

-
n

ti-

e
r-

vival probabilities, the first term in Eqs.~4.2! has a nonzero
sum, so that the leading term in their asymptotic expansio
t21/2. Hence, fort˜` we obtain

S8~ tux0!;Fx01
k02k081kd

Dabg G 1

ApDt
, ~4.3a!

S8~ tu* !;
kd

Dabg

1

ApDt
. ~4.3b!

For the binding probabilities, the terms proportional to 1/y in
Eqs.~4.2! sum up to zero, so that the leading term becom
t23/2. Hence, fort˜` we obtain

p8~* ,tux0!;
ka

Dabg

S8~ tux0!

Dt
, ~4.4a!

p8~* ,tu* !;
ka

Dabg

S8~ tu* !

Dt
. ~4.4b!

Several remarks are appropriate.
~a! For a given initial condition, ( . . .ux0) or ( . . . u* ),

the asymptotic ratio between the corresponding binding
survival probabilities,

lim
t˜`

p~* ,tux0!

S~ tux0!
5 lim

t˜`

p~* ,tu* !

S~ tu* !
5

ka

abgD2t
, ~4.5!

is independent of the initial state.
~b! The binding and survival probabilities for differen

initial conditions, are related asymptotically by

kdp~* ,tux0!5~k02k081kd!p~* ,tu* !, ~4.6a!

kdS~ tux0!5~k02k081kd!S~ tu* !, ~4.6b!

provided thatx050. Similar asymptotic relations were als
obtained in 3D.8 In the case of equal lifetimes,k05k08 , these
relations reduce to p(* ,tu0)5p(* ,tu* ) and S(tu0)
5S(tu* ), for t˜`, even in the presence of quenching.

~c! The effective binding probabilities in 1D show th
samet23/2 asymptotic decay as in 3D.8 In contrast, the ef-
fective survival probabilities in Eq.~4.3a! decay to zero,
whereas in 3D they converge to a finite value~the ‘‘effective
escape probability’’!. This happens because random walks
1D are recurrent: The probability of returning to the origin
unity.20 At the origin, A* and B collide and this initiates
additional decay processes. In 3D, the pair has a finite p
ability of separating to infinity, whereA* decays unimolecu-
larly with the rate constantk08 .

~d! For the corresponding ground-state reaction (k0

5k0850), the asymptotic behavior is unchanged as long
kq.0. If the quenching rate vanishes, the asymptotic de
changes abruptly to that of the ‘‘transition region’’ describ
below.

B. The transition region

The transition region is characterized byabg50, or

~k02k081kd!~ka1kq!5kakd . ~4.7!

The general form of the equations in this special case
been discussed in Sec. III A: One root is zero, sayg50,
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while a andb are either positive or complex conjugate wi
positive real part, see Eqs.~3.3! and ~3.4!. Therefore the
asymptotic behavior of Eqs.~4.2! holds.

The effective binding probabilities are found from Eq
~3.5b! and ~3.7! as follows

p8~* ,tux0!;
ka

Dab

1

ApDt
5

ka

k02k081kd

1

ApDt
, ~4.8a!

p8~* ,tu* !;
a1b

ab

1

ApDt
5

ka1kq

k02k081kd

1

ApDt
. ~4.8b!

The survival probabilities are then obtained from the ‘‘ge
eralized normalization conditions,’’ Eqs.~3.6! and ~3.8!.
This gives

S8~ tux0!;12
ka1kq

k02k081kd

1

ApDt
, ~4.9a!

S8~ tu* !;
kd

k02k081kd
F12

ka1kq

k02k081kd

1

ApDt
G . ~4.9b!

Several remarks are in place here.
~a! For a given initial condition, the asymptotic rati

between the corresponding binding and survival probab
ties,

lim
t˜`

p~* ,tux0!

S~ tux0!
5 lim

t˜`

p~* ,tu* !

S~ tu* !

5
ka

k02k081kd

1

ApDt
5

ka1kq

kd

1

ApDt
,

~4.10!

is independent of the initial state, as in theA-regime, but
depends on a different power oft.

~b! The binding and survival probabilities for differen
initial conditions, ( . . .ux0) or ( . . . u* ), are related asymp
totically by Eqs.~4.6!. Note that these relations hold irre
spective ofx0 at the transition region but hold only whe
x050 in theA-regime.

~c! By combining Eqs.~3.6!, ~3.8!, and ~4.6!, we con-
clude that asymptotically in the transition regime

p8~* ,tu* !1S8~ tux0!51, ~4.11!

even in the presence of different lifetimes and quenchi
Note how this ‘‘normalization’’ condition connectsdifferent
initial states.

~d! In comparison to results in 3D,8 the effective binding
probabilities in 1D show the samet21/2 asymptotic decay as
in 3D. It is slowed down as compared with thet23/2 decay
observed in theA-regime. In contrast, the effective surviv
probabilities approach finite values, whereas in 3D they
crease ast1/2. Recalling that in theA-regimeS8(t) decayed
to zero because of the certainty of returning to the origin
1D, we may interpret the transition as due to sufficien
strong excited-state decay that prevents the effective pop
tions from returning to the origin.
.

-

i-

.

-

n

la-

~e! The corresponding ground-state reaction (k05k08
50), is in the transition regime only if alsokq50. Then,
irrespective of the initial condition, ast˜` we have

p~* ,t !512S~ t !;
ka

kd

1

ApDt
. ~4.12!

While this solution has been obtained before,5,6 it can now be
realized that the difference power law decay,t21/2 as op-
posed tot23/2 in 3D, can be attributed to the fact that th
reaction in this case is in the transition regime. The comp
son of asymptotic behaviors in theA-regime and transition
region in 1D and 3D is summarized in Table I.

C. The AB -regime

In theAB-regime, the value ofk08 is sufficiently large so
that D2abg5(k02k08)(ka1kq)1kqkd,0. We cannot have
a, b andg all real and negative, becausea1b1g.0. Hence
only one of them is real and negative, saya,0. It then
controls the behavior at long times, which follows from th
asymptotic relations:

lim
t˜`

V~aADt !;2 exp~a2Dt !, ~4.13a!

lim
t˜`

WS x

A4Dt
,aADt D ;2 exp~a2Dt1xa!. ~4.13b!

Consequently, the probabilities may be expected to incre
exponentially. The results are given by

lim
t˜`

S8~ tux0!;22
~g1a!~a1b!

~g2a!~a2b!
exp~a2Dt1x0a!,

~4.14a!

lim
t˜`

p8~* ,tux0!;
ka

D

2a

~g2a!~a2b!
exp~a2Dt1x0a!,

~4.14b!

lim
t˜`

S8~ tu* !;22
kd

~g2a!~a2b!
exp~a2Dt !, ~4.15a!

lim
t˜`

p8~* ,tu* !;
2a~b1g!

~g2a!~a2b!
exp~a2Dt !. ~4.15b!

The asymptotic population ratios are

lim
t˜`

p~* ,tux0!

S~ tux0!
;

2kaa

D~g1a!~a1b!
, ~4.16a!

lim
t˜`

p~* ,tu* !

S~ tu* !
;

2a~b1g!

kd
. ~4.16b!

TABLE I. Asymptotic behavior of binding and survival probabilities in th
A-regime and transition region for different dimensionalities~1D and 3D!.

A-regime Transition

1D 3D 1D 3D
p8(* ,t) t23/2 t23/2 t21/2 t21/2

S8(t) t21/2 constant constant t1/2
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These ratios converge to finite, time independent value
t˜`. Thus the asymptotic population ratios are characte
tic of the kinetic behavior: They decay as 1/t in the
A-regime, as 1/At in the transition region and become tim
independent in theAB-regime.

D. Irreversible limit

In the irreversible limit,p8(* ,tux0) and S8(tu* ) show
the kinetic transition behavior which can be easily figur
out from the structure of Eqs.~3.11b! and ~3.16!. Explicit
asymptotic expressions for these can be trivially obtain
from corresponding reversible asymptotic expressions in
A- andAB-regimes by settingka50 or kd50. On the other
hand, the asymptotic expression ofp8(* ,tux0) in the transi-
tion regime can be found from Eq.~3.12! to be

p8~* ,tux0!5
ka

ka1kq
S 12

1

ka1kq
AD

pt D , ~4.17!

instead of Eq.~4.8a!, which diverges in this limit. The
asymptotic expression ofS8(tu* ) in the transition regime
can be obtained from Eq.~3.17! to give

S8~ tu* !5
kd

kq
A4Dt

p
, ~4.18!

which again is different from Eq.~4.9b!.
By settingg˜0 in Eq. ~3.16!, we have the special cas

of Eq. ~3.18! which shows different asymptotic behavio
depending on the sign ofa2: (kd /Da2)exp(a2Dt) for a2

.0, 2kd /a2D for a2,0, andkdt for a250. These origi-
nate from the fact that, in this case, the binary proces
absent (ka50 andkq50).

In contrast,p8(* ,tu* ) andS8(tux0) decay exponentially
and ast21/2, respectively, showing no transition in the
asymptotic behavior. This may be interpreted as follow
p8(* ,tux0) andS8(tu* ) involve a change of state~bound to
unbound orvice versa!, so that the two lifetime effect is
turned on. On the other hand, forp8(* ,tu* ) and S8(tux0)
there is no change of state and only one lifetime is involv
in the irreversible limit.

V. NUMERICAL RESULTS

From the probabilities investigated in this work, we ha
chosenp8(* ,tu* ) and S8(tux0) as typical examples for a
numerical study in order to demonstrate their transition
havior in detail.

In Fig. 1 we display, on a log–log scale, the dec
curves of the effective binding probability,p8(* ,tu* ), for
several values ofk08 . The solid lines are the exact resul
from Eq. ~2.25!. The dashed lines are from the appropria
asymptotic expressions. It is clearly seen how the asympt
behavior depends on the value ofk08 : ;t23/2 for k0850.1 and
0.204 @A-regime, Eq.~4.4b!#; ;t21/2 for k0850.209 090 9
@transition region, Eq.~4.8b!#; exponential increase fork08
50.3 @AB-regime, Eq.~4.15b!#. In the A-regime, we also
observe the secondary kinetic transition discussed by Go
and Agmon:8 The convergence of the exact solution to t
asymptotic line is from above fork0850.1 and from below
for k0850.204.
as
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Figure 2 displays the effective survival probability of th
unbound state. The solid lines are evaluated from the e
expression in Eq.~2.21!. The asymptotic behavior o
S8(tux0) is also seen to depend onk08 : ;t21/2 for the
A-regime, convergence to unity in the transition region, a
exponential increase for theAB-regime. These are shown b
the dashed lines, calculated from Eqs.~4.3a!, ~4.9a!, and
~4.14a!, respectively.

Figure 3 shows the transition behavior ofp8(* ,tu* )
when either the different lifetime or quenching effects a
turned off. Again, the solid lines are the exact result, E
~2.25!, whereas the dashed lines are from the appropr
asymptotic expressions. In the equal lifetime case@Fig. 3~a!#
the asymptotic behavior ofp8(* ,tu* ) without quenching
(;t21/2, transition region! changes to;t23/2 ~ A-regime!
with the introduction of the contact quenching effect. Thu

FIG. 1. The lifetime-dependent transitions in the asymptotic decay of
effective binding probability for several values ofk08 corresponding to the
A-regime (k0850.1 and 0.204!, the transition region (k0850.209 090 9), and
the AB-regime (k0850.3), respectively. The solid lines are evaluated fro
the exact expression and the dashed lines from the asymptotic expres
~the two coincide fork0850.3). The values of other parameters areka

51.0, kd50.1, k050.2, kq50.1, andD51.0.

FIG. 2. The lifetime-dependent kinetic transitions in the asymptotic de
of the effective survival probability for several values ofk08 . Parameters are
the same as those in Fig. 1 except thatx051.0.
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whereas the effect of quenching is not so dramatic as
produce a qualitative change in 3D, it does induce a cha
in the asymptotic power in 1D.

The different lifetime effect in the case without quenc
ing is demonstrated in Fig. 3~b!. It can be seen how even
slight difference between the two lifetimes results in a
netic transition, from the transition region for equal lifetim
to either theA- or AB-regimes.

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS

We have presented the exact Green function for ge
nate excited-state reversible dissociation in 1D, in the
sence of potential interactions, but in the presence of b
quenching and different excited-state lifetimes. We have
duced the expressions for two important special cases:
transition region~which includes the ground-state reactio
without quenching! and the irreversible association and d
sociation reactions. We have also investigated the asymp
behaviors of the binding and survival probabilities as deriv
from the exact Green function. The main conclusions are
follows.

1. The Green function in 1D is surprisingly similar t
that in 3D. In particular, the effective binding probabilitie
p8(* ,t), for the different initial conditions have simila
asymptotic behavior to those in 3D. On the other hand,
survival probabilities,S8(t), differ more substantially from
those in 3D.

2. As in 3D, a kinetic transition between theA- and
AB-regimes is observed in the asymptotic behavior of
binding and survival probabilities. The binding probabilitie
p8(* ,t), decay asymptotically ast23/2 in the A-regime, as
t21/2 in the transition regime and diverge exponentially in t
AB-regime in both 1D and 3D. In contrast, the survival pro
abilities, S8(t), have different power law behaviors~Table
I!. In theA-regime they decay ast21/2 in 1D but converge to
a finite value in 3D. In the transition region, they tend
unity ast21/2 in 1D but increase with the power law oft1/2 in
3D.

FIG. 3. The quenching effect on the decay of the effective probab
p8(* ,tu* ) for ~a! the equal lifetime case, or~b! the zero quenching case
Other parameters are as in Fig. 1 except forkq , which varies in panel~a!
andk0 , which varies in panel~b! as indicated.
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3. Even in the irreversible limit the asymptotic behavi
of p8(* ,tux0) and S8(tu* ) shows the kinetic transition
However, in the transition regime, the asymptotic behavi
of these quantities are different from those of the revers
case. Whenka5kq50, S8(tu* ) shows a different kinetic
transition behavior since the bimolecular processes dis
pear. For these quantities a change of state is involved
thus the two lifetime effects becomes important.

4. For the equal lifetime case, the quenching eff
changes the power law behavior ofp8(* ,t) from t21/2 (kq

50) to t23/2 (kqÞ0).
5. For zero quenching, the different lifetime effe

changes the asymptotic behavior ofp8(* ,t) from t21/2 (k0

5k08) to either t23/2 (k0.k08) or to exp(a2Dt) for k0,k08 .
Hence the reaction in 1D is very sensitive to the differe
lifetime effect, a slight difference induces a transition in t
asymptotic behavior. On the other hand, in 3D the results
less sensitive to whether the two lifetimes are equal or n

6. In particular, the asymptotic behavior of the groun
state reversible reaction without quenching correspond
that of the transition region in 1D and to theA-regime in 3D.
In this limit (k05k085kq50), the asymptotic decay is sim
ply proportional to the probability of a random walker
return to its origin, which depends on dimensionality. Und
more complex circumstances the effect of dimensionality
moderated because of the unimolecular decay proce
which compete with reversible binding.
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